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Income tax implications

Changes in Financial Reporting Standards
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At a glance

Overview

FRS Tax follows accounting? Legislation

FRS 115
Revenue from Contracts with 
Customers

Generally yes
Section 34I (deals with 
transitional adjustments)

FRS 116
Leases

Generally no
Consequential amendments to 
Section 10D and Section 12(6) 

FRS 109
Financial Instruments

Generally yes, for revenue 
financial instruments classified as 
Fair Value Through Profit and Loss 
Account

Section 34AA
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At a glance

Overview

FRS E-Tax Guide issued Date of Publication

FRS 115
Revenue from Contracts with 
Customers

Tax Treatment Arising from 
Adoption of FRS 115 or SFRS(I) 
15 – Revenue from Contracts with 
Customers (Second Edition)

First published – 12 January 2018
Second edition – 16 November 
2018

FRS 116
Leases

Tax Treatment Arising from 
Adoption of Financial Reporting 
Standard 116 or Singapore 
Financial Reporting Standard 
(International) 16 – Leases

First published – 8 October 2018

FRS 109
Financial Instruments

Income Tax: Income Tax 
Treatment Arising from Adoption 
of FRS 109 – Financial 
Instruments

First published – 22 November 
2017
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FRS 115 Revenue from Contracts 
with Customers
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Highlights

FRS 115

• Financial statements generally form the starting point for the computation of taxable 
profits. Under FRS 115, the accounting revenue recognised would continue to be 
accepted as the revenue for tax purposes in most cases, unless accounting principles 
deviate significantly from tax principles

• Therefore, transitional adjustment is affected in the year of transition. Profits or 
losses arising from such adjustments will be subject to tax (or granted deduction) in 
the YA relating to the year in which FRS 115 is first adopted—Generally YA 2019 or 
2020 (for non-Dec year-end).

• For ease of compliance, the transitional adjustment for both trade income and non-
trade income would be taxed at the rate(s) applicable to income taxed in the initial 
YA.

Salient points to note
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Example - Transitional adjustments (single tax rate in year of transition)

FRS 115

• Scenario: Taxpayer entered into a 3-year contract totalling $60,000, which under previous revenue 
recognition standards is accounted for on a straight-line basis over three years.

• FRS 115 is to be applied from Year 2.

• As a result of applying FRS 115, there is under-recognition of income in prior years.

- $20,000 -Adjustment to RE

$20,000 $20,000 $20,000
Previous 
treatment

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

$40,000 $10,000$10,000Under FRS 115

$20,000
$30,000 ($20K + 

$10K)
$10,000Taxable income
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Scenario: Taxpayer has downward adjustments of S$200,000 which is deductible in initial year of
assessment that FRS 115 is adopted 

12% (‘000) 17% (‘000) Total (‘000)

Gross taxable interest income# 800 500 1,300

Gross taxable service income 200 300 500

Apportionment ratio 200/500 300/500

Transitional adjustment for income over-recognised in 
prior YAs due to adoption of FRS 115

(80) (120) (200)

# Amount recognised is governed by FRS 109
Only gross taxable income governed by FRS 115 should be included in apportionment ratio 

Example - Transitional adjustments (more than one tax rate in year of transition)

FRS 115
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Impact

FRS 115

How does it affect your business?

Area impacted Risk Level Comments

Compliance burden Low Once-off adjustment

Tax cost Medium to high Depending on the amount of 
adjustment made during 
transition year.
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FRS 116 Leases
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Highlights

FRS 116

Generally, FRS 116, from an accounting and tax perspective, is expected to have a 
larger impact on lessees. Tax will not follow accounting.

Salient points to note

Objective

To improve 

transparency of 

lessee’s financial 

leverage and 

comparability of 

financial 

statements

Recognition 

exemptions

• Short-term 

lease (<12 

months)

• Low-value 

assets

Impact

Lessees will have 

to recognise all

leases on 

balance sheet
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Example

FRS 116

Example:

• Taxpayer enters into a 5 year lease for equipment that is used in its manufacturing business.

• Annual lease payments are $60,000 payable at the end of each year.

• The interest rate implicit in the lease cannot be readily determined. Taxpayer’s incremental borrowing rate 
at the commencement date is 6% per annum.

• Taxpayer measures the lease liability at the present value of the 5 payments of $60,000 discounted at the 
interest rate of 6% per annum, which is $252,742.
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Example

FRS 116

If lease/ROU asset is not treated as a ‘finance lease treated as a sale’, lessee will claim tax deduction based 
on contractual lease payments:

Year
Lease payment
(contractual)

Interest expense—6% 
(A)

Principal repaid Depreciation (B) P&L (A) + (B)

Start of Year 
1

End of Year 1 60,000 15,165 44,835 50,548 65,713

End of Year 2 60,000 12,474 47,526 50,548 63,022

End of Year 3 60,000 9,623 50,377 50,548 60,171

End of Year 4 60,000 6,600 53,400 50,549 57,149

End of Year 5 60,000 3,396 56,604 50,549 53,945

Total 300,000 47,258 252,742 300,000

Deducted Tax adjustment 
required—unlike FRS 17, 
the P&L charge annually is 
likely to be different from 

contractual payments

Reduces lease 
liability

Reduces ROU 
asset
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At a glance (cont’)

FRS 116

If lease/ROU asset is treated as a ‘finance lease treated as a sale’, lessee will claim CA on principal 
repayments and tax deduction for interest expenses:

Year
Lease 
payment
(contractual)

Interest expense—6% 
(A)

Principal repaid Depreciation (B) P&L (A) + (B)

Start of Year 1

End of Year 1 60,000 15,165 44,835 50,548 65,713

End of Year 2 60,000 12,474 47,526 50,548 63,022

End of Year 3 60,000 9,623 50,377 50,548 60,171

End of Year 4 60,000 6,600 53,400 50,549 57,149

End of Year 5 60,000 3,396 56,604 50,549 53,945

Total 300,000 47,258 252,742 300,000

Deducted Added backCA claimed 
on principal 
repayments
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Classification

FRS 116

A key issue for the lessee is to identify ROU asset regarded as “finance lease treated as a sale”

* Defined as a lease of any machinery or plant (including any arrangement or agreement in connection with the lease) 
which has the effect of transferring substantially the obsolescence, risks or rewards incidental to ownership of such 
machinery or plant to the lease.

Does lease arrangement meet the 
definition of a finance lease under 
section 10D(3) of Income Tax Act*?

Are any of the conditions under 
paragraphs (a) to (e) of Regulations 
4(1) of the Section 10D Regulations 
met?

Lease payment is a finance lease 
treated as a sale arrangement 
for tax purposes

Yes

Yes

No

Lease arrangement is an 
operating lease for tax 
purposes

Lease arrangement is a 
finance lease not 
treated as a sale

No
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Tax treatment—For lessors

FRS 116

Lessor
Finance lease treated as a 
sale agreement*

Finance lease not treated as a sale 
agreement

Operating lease

Income tax 
treatment

• Tax on interest income on 
accrual basis.

• Principal repayment not 
taxable.

• No capital allowance (CA) 
allowed on leased asset.

• Tax on lease income (i.e., interest and 
capital repayment).

• CA allowed on leased asset 
(quarantined and offset against finance 
lease income only).

• Tax on lease income@.

• CA allowed on leased 
asset, if the leased 
asset qualifies as a 
machinery and plant.

* Subject to the conditions listed under Income Tax (Income From Finance Leases) Regulations.
@ May elect for administrative concession where lessors will be taxed on the effective rent method.
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Tax treatment—For lessees

FRS 116

Lessee Lease is treated as FLTS Lease is not FLTS

Income tax treatment • Interest portion of lease 
payment deductible.

• Principal repayment not 
deductible.

• CA allowed on leased asset.

• Lease payments deductible on contractual lease payments 
incurred (i.e., tax adjustments required where ROU asset is 
recognised).

• No CA allowed on leased asset.
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Key issues

FRS 116

• Withholding tax on payments made to non-resident lessors:

− For finance lease treated as a sale, lease payment attributable to interest repayment regarded as 
payment under Section 12(6) [new Section 12(6AA)]

− Otherwise, contractual lease payments regarded as payment under Section 12(7)(d) [new Section 
12(7AA)]
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Impact

FRS 116

How does it affect your business?

Area impacted Risk Level Comments

Compliance burden Medium to high From lessee’s perspective, 
accounting treatment no longer 
‘first port of call’, subject to 
determining whether leases are 
FLTS or otherwise.

Manual tax adjustments required

Tax cost Low No change from current tax 
treatment.
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FRS 109 Financial Instruments
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Highlights

FRS 109

• FRS 109 introduces new requirements for the classification and measurement of, 
amongst others financial assets and financial liabilities.

• The OUTCOME of the classification of financial assets and liabilities is of interest 
from a tax perspective. Therefore, the issue lies with the accounting classification.

• Broadly: -

− There are financial instruments whose fair value gain or losses are reflected, or 
eventually reflected, in the P&L; and

− There are financial instruments whose fair value gain or losses will not reflected in 
P&L

Salient points to note
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When should FV 
gains or losses of 
financial 
instruments be 
taxed or deducted?

How much interest 
income or interest 
expenses is taxable 
or deductible?

Highlight

FRS 109
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Fair Value Gains—When taxable? (1 of 4)

FRS 109

Fair Value Through Profit and Loss (FVTPL)

*Retained Earnings

Asset

Debt

Equity

Balance Sheet

Asset

Debt

Equity

Balance Sheet

Credit 

FV Gain

Debit 

FV Gain

Asset

Debt

Equity

Balance Sheet

RE*

Profit and Loss
FV gains taxable where 
instrument is on revenue 
account, no adjustments 
required
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Fair Value Gains—When taxable? (2 of 4)

FRS 109

New category introduced in FRS 109

Fair Value Through Other Comprehensive Income (FVOCI—Debt)

OCI

Credit 

FV Gain

Asset

Debt

Equity

Balance Sheet
Debit 

FV Gain

OCI

Debt

Equity

Balance Sheet

RE*

P&L

Credit 

FV Gain

Asset

Debt

Equity

Balance Sheet

OCI *Retained Earnings

FV gains taxable where 
instrument is on revenue 
account, no adjustments 
are required
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Fair Value Gains—When taxable? (3 of 4)

FRS 109

New category introduced in FRS 109

Fair Value Through Other Comprehensive Income (FVOCI—Equity)

OCI

Credit 

FV Gain

Asset

Debt

Equity

Balance Sheet
Debit 

FV Gain

OCI

Debt

Equity

Balance Sheet

RE*

Asset

Debt

Equity

Balance Sheet

OCI *Retained Earnings

FV gains taxable where 
instrument is on revenue 
account, adjustments are 
required
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FV changes 
reflected/eventually 

reflected in P&L

FVTPL (Equity & 
Debt)

FVOCI (Debt)

FV changes not reflected 
P&L

FVOCI (Equity)

Fair Value Gains—When taxable? (4 of 4)

FRS 109

For revenue, 
instrument, FV 
gains or losses 
taxable or 
deductible on 
amount fair value to 
P/L

For revenue 
instruments, FV 
gains or losses 
taxable or 
deductible on a 
realised basis
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Interest income/expenses—How much is taxable? (1 of 2)

FRS 109

Example:

• Taxpayer buys 10-year, $100,000 bond issued at 6% annual coupon in a 6.5% market. Present value of 
bond is $96,406, therefore bond sold at discount of $3,594.

• Bond is measured at amortised cost and is on capital account.

* EIR—Effective interest rate

CIR—Contractual interest rate

End of Yr 1 Yr 2 … Yr 9 Yr 10 Total

Amortised cost 96,672 96,956 … 99,531 100,000

EIR (6.5%)—[A] 6,266 6,284 … 6,441 6,469 63,594

CIR (6%)—[B] 6,000 6,000 … 6,000 6,000 60,000

Taxable amount 6,000 6,000 … 6,000 9,594 63,594

Tax Adjustment [A]-[B] (266) (284) … (441) 3,125 0
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Interest income/expenses—How much is taxable? (2 of 2)

FRS 109

• For lender, debt instrument prima facie revenue if lender is in the business of providing credit or intends to 
trade in the instrument.

• For borrower, debt instrument is prima facie revenue if borrowing is for a revenue purpose (i.e., funds 
used to buy inventory, etc.).

Debt instrument is Taxation of interest income/expenses

Revenue
• Based on EIR.
• No tax adjustments required.

Capital
• Based on CIR, tax adjustments required.
• Discount/premium taxed/deducted upon maturity of debt instrument.
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Other issues

FRS 109

• Foreign exchange gains/losses.

• Hedging instruments.

• Impairment losses.

• Treatment of own credit risk.

• Imputed interest arising from interest-free/below market-rate loans/non-arm’s length loans.

• Impact on Total Asset Method for computing interest adjustment.

• Transitional issues when implementing FRS 109 tax treatment.
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Transitional adjustments

FRS 109

Only transitional accounting adjustments that are recognised in opening retained earnings at 
date of initial application is subject to adjustments (where applicable).

From To

PRE-FRS 39 TAX TREATMENT FRS 109 TAX TREATMENT

‘Realised’ basis Generally ‘Mark-to-Market’ basis

FRS 39 tax treatment FRS 109 tax treatment

Generally ‘Mark-to-Market’ basis Generally ‘Mark-to-Market’ basis
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Other issues (cont’)

FRS 109

Example:

• Taxpayer is on pre-FRS 39 tax treatment. Upon transition to FRS 109, its revenue equity asset costing 
100 is classified as FVTPL. The re-measured value as at the date of initial application (DIA) of FRS 109 is 
150.

• There are no previous deductible impairment losses/unrealised losses.

• $50 taxable in first YA of taxpayer adopting FRS 109 (generally YA 2019/YA 2020).

• Additional three months instalment given upon request to ease cash-flow when taxpayer transits from pre-
FRS 39 to FRS 109 tax treatment; requests for longer instalment periods will be handled on a case-by-case 
basis. 

Tax Adjustments =
Re-measured amount 
at DIA

- Cost +
Net deductible 
impairment/unrealised losses

50 = 150 - 100 + 0
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Impact

FRS 109

How does it affect your business?

Area impacted Risk Level Comments

Compliance burden Low to high Business will need to be aware of:
(i) Accounting classification of 

financial assets and financial 
liabilities; and

(ii) Recognise how fair value gains or 
losses will be reflected in the profit 
and loss statement (whether 
through P&L or OCI)

Tax cost Medium to high Tax cost could be higher for those 
businesses who have adopted pre-FRS 
39 tax treatment as unrealised gain will 
be taxed.
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